
Year group: 3
Term: spring term

Teachers: miss Richardson & mr Bennett

Maths

Recognising and using fractions

Ordering and comparing fractions

Adding and subtracting fractions

Recognising the properties of 2D 
and 3D shapes

Identify and discuss angles greater 
and smaller than a right angle

Measuring length, weight, and 
capacity

Comparing heights of volcanoes in 
metres 

Solving measure word problems

English

Poetry - volcano shape poetry 

Narrative - conquering the monster 
story linked to escape from Pompeii

Explanation text - how earthquakes 
are caused

Warning story

Bake off - instructional writing

Science

This term our science topic will be learning 
about rocks. We will be:

Identifying and classifying rocks

Comparing and grouping rocks based on 
their properties

Describing how fossils are formed

Recognise how soils are formed and looking 
at the different types of soil

Working scientifically to plan and carry out 
investigations including exploding 
volcanoes

Geography

Research tectonic plates

Locate volcanoes on a world map

FinD out about different volcanoes 
and their qualities

Pe

Indoor pe - dance/multi skills

Outdoor pe - tennis/rugby

Jigsaw

This term we will be looking at 
goals and dreams and learning 
how to overcome challenges

ICT

In ict we will be using a range of sources 
to research volcanoes and produce our 
findings in a PowerPoint presentation.

We will be learning how to add photos and 
videos to PowerPoints

History

Researching artefacts from 
Pompeii

Exploring volcano 
erruptions and earthquakes 
around the world.

Art & Design technology

Bake Off - design and make buns/
cakes

Splatter paint volcanoes

Make a seismograpgh

Design and construct an 
earthquake proof building (links 
to 3D shapes in maths)

Goddess of fire - pastel 
pictures

British values / Re

we will be exploring different 
faiths through our re topic faith 
founders.

Languages

We will be learning how to 
listen, speak and write in French. 
The topics we will be focusing 
on are:

colours, Body parts, Numbers 
1-20 and Days of the week


